
   
OFFICIAL RULES FOR PUBLIC TWITTER VOTING 

FOR FAVORITE CONCERT COMIC 
 
Voters must note that all of the following rules and procedures are subject to 
change at the sole discretion of Laugh Attack Productions, Inc. (“Producer”). 

1. Voting Availability: 

There is one (1) voting method ("Voting Method") for submitting your vote for the 
category of “Concert Comic” for the American Comedy Awards ("Show"). This is 
online voting through Twitter, as described more fully below. 

Voting is available to any person with a valid Twitter account during the following 
voting periods ("Voting Period") between 4 PM ET (1 PM PT) Thursday, March 
27, 2014 through 4 PM ET (1 PM PT), Tuesday, April 1, 2014.  

If you attempt to vote outside of the defined Voting Period, your vote will not 
count. 
 
For this Twitter vote, there is a limit of: one (1) vote per comic per valid 
Twitter account during the Voting Period.  Producer reserves the right to 
change the limit on the number of votes that may be made in the Producer's sole 
discretion.  

2.  How to Vote: 
 
To vote via Twitter during the Voting Period, you will need a valid Twitter account 
(visit Twitter.com to register for an account).  Cast your vote for your favorite 
Concert Comic by tweeting the hashtag #AmericanComedyAwards and a 
keyword consisting of the nominee’s official name or twitter handle.  (See below 
for complete list of acceptable keywords for each of the nominees.) There must 
be a space between the hashtag and the keyword for your vote to count. To 
participate in this vote, you must have your Twitter account set to public. 
 
Only public tweets that comply with these instructions will be counted as votes for 
a nominee. Misspellings will not be counted.  There is a limit of one (1) vote per 
comic per valid Twitter account during the Voting Period.  
 
Re-tweets during the Voting Period of any tweet that complies with all other listed 
voting rules will be accepted as votes for the Twitter ID that re-tweets (but not for 
the original Twitter ID tweeting the vote). Check the official @NBC Twitter feed at 
the start of the Voting Period for a list of vote tweets available for re-tweet 
purposes.  
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A Twitter vote will only count if it includes #AmericanComedyAwards and 
the nominee’s keyword.  Acceptable keywords for Concert Comic 
nominees are listed below: 
 
Nominee	   Acceptable	  Keywords	  (exact	  spelling	  only)	  

Bill	  Burr	   Bill	  Burr/	  Bill/	  Burr/@billburr	  

Hannibal	  Buress	   Hannibal	  Buress/Hannibal/Buress/@hannibalburess	  

Louis	  C.K.	   Louis	  C.K./Louis/C.K./CK/@louisck	  

Jim	  Gaffigan	   Jim	  Gaffigan/Jim/Gaffigan/@jimgaffigan	  

Kevin	  Hart	   Kevin	  Hart/Kevin/Hart/@kevinhart4real	  

Kathleen	  Madigan	   Kathleen	  Madigan/Kathleen/Madigan/@kathleenmadigan	  

Patton	  Oswalt	   Patton	  Oswalt/Patton/Oswalt/@pattonoswalt	  

Russell	  Peters	   Russell	  Peters/Russell/Peters/@therealrussellp	  

Brian	  Regan	   Brian	  Regan/Brian/Regan/@brianregancomic	  

Amy	  Schumer	   Amy	  Schumer/Amy/Schumer/@amyschumer	  

 
You may not use any third party services to vote on your behalf. The 
Administrators (defined below) reserve the right, in their sole discretion, to reject 
votes cast by any individual who tampers with the voting process or acts in a 
disruptive or unsportsmanlike manner. 
 
Votes received from the public will be combined in a weighted formula with votes 
received from a committee of comedy professionals. After voting is closed, 
Producers will tally the votes pursuant to the formula. Producers have final 
discretion over the winners/categories to be presented on the telecast and may 
adjust due to creative and/or production constraints. 
 
3.  Cost of Voting: 
 
Twitter voting is free with a valid Twitter account.  Standard Internet and/or 
mobile access or data rates may apply. 
4. Disclaimers and Conditions for Voting: 
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Laugh Attack Productions, Inc., NBCUniversal Media, LLC, and their respective 
parent, subsidiary and affiliated entities and persons and their successors and 
assigns (collectively, the "Administrators") are not responsible for and shall not 
be liable for telecommunications, network, electronic, technical or computer 
failures of any kind, for inaccurate transcription or reporting of voting information, 
for any human or electronic error, or for votes or reports that are stolen, 
misdirected, garbled, delayed by computer transmissions, lost, or late.  
Administrators reserve the right, for any reason and in their sole discretion 
without any obligation, to modify, suspend or discontinue the voting service 
without prior notice. 

If for any reason the voting is not capable of being executed as planned, or if 
there is an infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorized 
intervention, fraud or technical or reporting failures, or if any other causes beyond 
the control of Administrators corrupt or affect the administration, security, 
fairness, integrity, or proper conduct of this advisory voting, the Administrators 
reserve the right, in their sole discretion, to take any action they deem 
appropriate, but are in no way obligated to do so.  Administrators and their 
respective agents, officers, directors, employees, parents, subsidiaries and 
affiliates assume no responsibility for any injury or damage to participants or to 
any other person's computer or device relating to or resulting from entering or 
downloading materials, applications or software in connection with this vote.  

Administrators reserve the right to modify the Show's competition rules, any 
associated voting rules (including these), the Voting Periods, and the terms and 
conditions of this voting process at any time in their sole discretion. Notification 
regarding any changes to these Voting Rules will be posted at 
NBC.com/american-comedy-awards/vote.  The prizes awarded to the winner(s) 
of the American Comedy Awards on-air or off-air are subject to the terms, 
conditions, rules and qualifications of that program. 

Caution: Any attempt by an entrant or any other individual to deliberately damage 
any online service or website, tamper with the advisory voting process, or 
otherwise undermine the legitimate operation of the advisory voting is a violation 
of criminal and civil laws and should such an attempt be made, Administrators 
reserve the right to seek damages and/or other remedies from any such person 
to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

 


